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ABOUT US

MRGL Acoustic Solutions
MRGL Acoustic is recognized as one of the leading manufacturing and installers of 
acoustic insulation and sound absorption materials for use within both domestics and
commercial buildings. 

Our team of qualified engineers comprises of Musicians, Recording Engineers, Electrical
Engineers, Wood work and Construction Experts, with over a decade in the soundproof-
ing industry as a company, we’ve developed a comprehensive range of soundproofing 
products for the effective treatment of walls, ceilings and floors, both in the public and 
private sectors. 

MRGL Acoustic’s range of materials include Sound-Blocker (Acoustic Paneling), 
Soundproofing products which can be used to improve speech privacy and reduce noise 
breakout within office, schools, churches and leisure complexes.

MRGL Acoustic takes a holistic approach in helping clients understand the acoustical 
issues in their space and then present a practical solution to the issue. 
Many of our standard products can be altered to fulfill any requirement for our clients 
If you desire a product designed in a particular size and colour, you can rely on us for 
quality at an affordable cost.

                                          OUR MISSION:
                   To Solve Noise and Echo related problems in any given environment.

                                           OUR VISION:
 To be the blueprint of Acoustical Solutions related to sound that makes the world better.
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              ORGANOGRAM

Our companies
Organogram
represents how
MRGL as an 
organisation is
structured &
functions.

This Organogram

depicts the 

Hierachial

Communication & 

relationships

between all 

departments

within the 

organisation.
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ORGANOGRAM
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OUR HISTORY AND CULTURE

MRGL Acoustics has led the industry in product selection, quality,
and experience. 
 
We’re experts in the field of Sound / Noise control, Electricals,
Aesthetics and Finishing. We have built relationships with other
leaders in acoustical innovation.  

Our integrity and technical know how is to provide complete 
solutions to people seeking the aforementioned. 

The need for quality sound led us into Acoustics business which has
continued to grow rapidly over a decade. 
 
MRGL Acoustics is more than a name, it’s more of the solutions we 
provide. Its more of a brand of a group of people who love what 
they do. The team-oriented culture has led to many longterm 
partnership with clients over the years and continues to major role. 
 
MRGL Acoustics has a unique culture that is performance driven with 
pride and a desire to continually push ourselves to become better 
each day.

THE ONLY
WAY TO
DO
GREAT
WORK

IS 
TO LOVE
WHAT
YOU DO
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OUR TEAM

Our team of founding employees work diligently to develop product 
lines that would allow a holistic approach to creating customised
sound control solutions, for projects ranging from sound studios to 
classrooms, conferences halls, worship facilities and manufacturing 
firms. 
 
MRGL Acoustics was founded on the solid principle of providing 
solutions that simply work. 
 
The success of our company is largely attributed to not only our 
breadth of knowledge but our continued commitment to our clients
who continue to patronize us year after year. 
 
Today, our believe in providing complete solutions is still strong, and 
our team of engineers work with a variety of clients from around the 
globe.
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OUR SERVICES

ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING

COMMERCIAL SPACES

GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENT

INDUSTRIAL SPACES

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES

HEALTHCARE CENTRE

WORSHIP FACILITIES

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS

HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

RESIDENTIAL SPACES

PRODUCTION STUDIOS

OUTDOOR NOISE CONTROL
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OUR SERVICES
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VALUE PROPOSITION

O U R  P R O P O S I T I O N

OUR DESIGN AND CREATIVE TEAM 
OFFERS CLIENTS ACCESSIBILITY 
INNOVATION AND CUSTOMIZATION
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VALUE PROPOSITION

Our value proposition is to provide and give quality services to clients that 
are in conformity with international standard, Interprete your vision and 
ideals to suit your target audience, thus contributing to the 
technological and industrial development of Nigeria and the African
continent as a whole. 

Our core values include the following

     Deliver quality products & services always
     Act with integrity
     Act with urgency and purpose
     Show respect for others and ourselves
     Eliminate waste and wasteful practices
     Maintain a safe environment at all times
     Be disciplined in all we do
     Continually learn, grow and improve
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OUR CLIENTS

CLIENTELE LISTING
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OUR CLIENTS
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East Bird Studio

Julius Berger/Abumet

Prixair music studio

Genesis Deluxe Cinema

Alien prose

Trucrete Solutions

Spotlite Production LTD

Funtaj International School

Nile University of Nigeria

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Contractor / Suppliers

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Mashorial Arena & Lounge

Splash Fm 106.7



OUR CLIENTS
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Anglican Church Of Nigeria 

(HQ Abuja)

The Summit Bible Church 

(HQ Abuja)

Christ Apostolic Church 

(HQ Abuja)

Silverbird Cinema VI Lagos

Maxfm Abuja

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Furniture / Bar Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Sound Insulation / Acoustics Installation

Maxfm Lagos

Adaba-Fm Akure

896 Lounge

NNPC



WORK SAMPLES

OUR WORKS
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WORK SAMPLES
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WORK SAMPLES
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HOW WE WORK

PASSIONATE/INNOVATIVE
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HOW WE WORK
ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING
Our Acoustical Engineering provides service to the
architectural, environmental, industrial, commercial and
residential markets. Some examples of our services include:

NOISE LEVEL MONITORING
Noise Level Monitoring is a method of measuring the noise levels of a
sound source over a period of time. Depending on the type of project,
the monitoring length could vary from a single hour to several days, or
even over several months. Sound measurement data is either
continuously collected or gathered in a series of periodic increment
per the requirements of the 
project.

Target Areas Include
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
SOUND MAPPING
SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS
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HOW WE WORK

COMMERCIAL SPACES
We deliver acoustic treatments to suit the design of any office, retail space 
or public commercial building.
There are a variety of commercial spaces where acoustic treatment is used 
to create a better work space. Acoustic treatments can also be used for office 
privacy, event spaces, external noise or animal shelters where reducing noise 
levels is paramount.

Target Areas Include

.CALL CENTERS

.CONFERENCE ROOMS

.EVENT VENUES & 

 RECREATION

.OFFICES 

.RETAIL OUTLETS
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HOW WE WORK

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
MRGL Acoustic has budget friendly products for improved speech
intelligibility, so students don’t miss a thing.
Good acoustics play an important role in the effectiveness of
instructional spaces. Classrooms with excessive noise reverberation
make it difficult for students to understand what is being taught so 
children with learning disabilities have a far more difficult time paying
attention to their teacher, which is neither good for the student or the
rest of the class.

Target Areas Include

.AUDITORIUMS

.CLASSROOMS

.GYMNASIUM & 
 MULTI-PURPOSE ROOMS

.CAFETERIAS

.MUSIC ROOMS
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HOW WE WORK

GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENT
MRGL Acoustic carries a large selection of products for any government 
facility, which are applicable in government facilities such as:
office /conference room privacy, reduction in mechanical and equipment
noise, secure rooms environments, scientific testing rooms, gun ranges and 
other applicable environments, where acoustical treatments and sound 
control materials are required.

Target Areas Include

.AIRPORTS

.MULTI-PURPOSE CENTRES

.SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

.JUDICIAL & POLICE

.WASTE WATER         
  TREATMENT
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HOW WE WORK
HEALTHCARE CENTRES
MRGL Acoustic can also be applicable in Healthcare facilities. 
Soundproofing healthcare spaces and hospitals aid in the healing process of  
patients as patients get more rest, there is better communication between staff 
and patient.  
The Lobby areas in children’s hospitals and care centers often get noisy, caus-
ing distractions and fatigue between staff and patient. Sound control treatment 
such as acoustic wall panels help reduce ambient noise levels and create a better 
working environment.
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HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

MRGL Acoustic provides great looking, low maintenance sound solutions for
better dinner conversations and more enjoyable hotel stays.
Noisy bars and restaurants lose potential return customers, as customers
tend to prefer quiet ambient environments to communicate better and have 
a comfortable stay.
Our acoustic panels help eliminate the reverbration within the environment
thus improving speech audibility and relaxation for customers.

Target Areas Include

.BARS & NIGHT CLUBS

.DINING

.CLUB HOUSE VENUES

HOW WE WORK
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HOW WE WORK

INDUSTRIAL SOLUTION
MRGL Acoustic provides Powerful sound blockers and absorbers which reduce 
heavy equipment noise and lower decibels.
Industrial & manufacturing plant noise causes lower employee productivity, 
less safety and communication, work fatigue, and higher absenteeism. 
With proper sound treatments, you can engineer the noise out of a plant by 
using enclosures to encapsulate noise.
Our acoustical blanket walls help block off noisy areas or baffles and wall
panels to reduce the overall ambient noise in the plant.

Target Areas Include

.WATERCRAFT

.MANUFACTURERS

.ENERGY OPERATIONS



HOW WE WORK

PRODUCTION STUDIOS
MRGL Acoustic provides high performance solution for sound recording, broadcast 
studio, sound-sensitive creative spaces, recording studio and production rooms. 
whether its a commercial or home recording studio, broadcast studio, or a prodution 
room in a church all require three things; low noise from the mechanical 
equipment, a room isolated from outside noise and a room with good acoustic 
control. You get an isolated room by using double wall construction methods if you 
have lots of space or thinner walls using sound barrier materials, sound damping 
materials, resilient isolation clips, ceiling isolation hangers, acoustical doors, windows 
and acoustical door seals in all applications, to achieve required results.

Target Areas Include

.RESIDENTIAL STUDIOS

.COMMERCIAL STUDIOS
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HOW WE WORK

RESIDENTIAL SPACES
Thoughtful acoustic design creates superior sound in home theaters
and quiet living spaces. Residential spaces require sound control in
many instances.
Do you have a home theater/studio where you want good sound and
increased volume, but you don’t want to disturb the peace of the home and 
the neighborhood?
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WORSHIP FACILITIES
Our acoustic panels help reduce echo to increase speech and music clarity, 
so the message is always heard. Many worship spaces have changed in 
design and aesthetics in the last decade to accommodate the larger 
numbers of worshipers in the congregation. In recent times sanctuaries have 
become larger in size and volume which means the necessity of speech and 
music clarity is top priority within the environment. MRGL acoustics adopts
a soundproofing system within the worship space by installing sound ab-
sorbing matrrials to reduce reverberations and echo for improved speech 
and sound clarity.

Target Areas Include

.AUDITORIUM

.MULTI - PURPOSE HALL

HOW WE WORK
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M R G L  A C O U S T I C S
Suite D19, International Building Materials Guards Polo Club Lungi Barrack Abuja Municipal, 900271, FCT Abuja Nigeria

C O N T A C T :
+2348060265041 +2348104518116                 @mrgl.acoustic  www.mrglacoust ic.com admin@mrglacoust i .c o m 


